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FOREWORD

This bibliography has been prepared as an aid to professional workers in rehabilitation concerned with "the art of work evaluation," as well as an aid to scholars who may wish to refer to material in the area of vocational assessment.

In general, we have attempted to include professional books, articles from periodicals, professional papers, pamphlets and manuals. Selection was based on requirements such as being: of major significance in vocational rehabilitation; published within the last ten years (unless considered a classic); widely circulated and popular, concerned with psychological evaluation, social and personal adjustment, counseling, placement, and educational aspects of disabilities as they apply to work; and selected titles in related fields of medicine, sociology, and special education.

No attempt has been made to cover completely such important tangential subjects as exceptional children, social work, anthropology, pharmacology, orthopedics, and related fields.

Nominations for inclusion in subsequent issues of this bibliography and corrections of errors in current references are invited.

January 1968

Compiled by
Elmer Match, Ed.D.
Program Director
PERIODICALS

Abel, Theodora M. A study of a group of subnormal girls successfully adjusted in industry and the community. American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 1940, 45, 66-72.


This is an effort to develop tools which will enhance vocational prognosis. The prevocational unit is visualized as one to be used for the evaluation of vocational potential of vocationally handicapped clients. The chief concerns of the unit are learning ability, emotional tolerance, skill potential, and the ultimate objective for each client is the determination of his ability to develop and sustain levels of work behavior acceptable to industry.


This describes an OVR-sponsored project, undertaken in 1960, which has accelerated the vocational habilitation of the mentally retarded in Hawaii. The project is designed to provide work evaluation, work training, and job placement for the mentally retarded in Hawaii. In addition to the workshops there is also on-the-job training with established businesses. Training fees are paid to the employers. One-fourth of the job placements have been achieved through on-the-job training programs.


This study attempted to discover differences between 25 terminal (long term) retarded trainees and 12 employed retarded trainees. For this purpose a Work Evaluation Report (WER) was developed, which covered three general areas: (1) general abilities, (2) work approach, and (3) social attitudes and adjustment Characteristics in the area of general abilities on the WER such as learning speed, attention span, manual dexterity (gross) and following instruction (oral) showed significant differences between groups.


This is a study of the characteristics which differentiate successful and unsuccessful retardates in competitive employment. Results indicate that those achieving success spend less time in outside employment. No differences were found in intelligence or educational level.


This article is concerned with the vocational rehabilitation aspects of patients addicted to narcotic drugs from The Public Health Service Hospital in Fort Worth.

Baroff, G. S. & Tate, B. G. A demonstration sheltered workshop in a state institution for the retarded. Mental Retardation, 1966, 4(3), 30-34.

Describes the growth, the problems faced and the present status of a sheltered workshop at Mudoch Center, a state school of North Carolina for the mentally retarded.


Two groups of mentally retarded individuals, composed of subgroups at four different institutions in the United States, and equated relatively as to I. Q., age, and educational background were examined with 20 items designed to reveal differences between the groups on attitudes toward work and the use of money.


After reviewing past and current workshop programs for older disabled persons conducted by the Federation Employment and Guidance Service (FEGS) of New York City, the author discusses some of the factors that should be considered in conducting such a program, along with approaches used at FEBS in dealing with these problems. Among these factors were: long-term obligations, continuity of work, part-time work arrangements, special counseling considerations, client over-extension, and crowding of facilities.
Baumeister, A. A. Use of the WISC with mental retardates: a review. American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 1964, 69, 183-204.

A review of studies on the use of the WISC with mental retardates. When the WISC is administered to low-functioning individuals certain difficulties are presented such as the limitation of the range of I. Q. scores and reduced reliability toward the lower end of the distribution. For less retarded individuals WISC scores one can predict achievement, probably verbal and manual learning and the Stanford-Binet I. Q.


A quantitative scale of preference for activities (APAS) which differentiated between high and low achievers as measured by GPA (grade-point average) was developed and validated. The APAS Scale can be of use to counselors, as the APAS scores of high and low achievers, were found to be significantly different.


The Glenwood State School (Iowa) developed the Community Services Program to improve the school's ability to move patients out and to admit applicants in need of institutional care. The basic concepts underlying the program were: (1) the retarded person has much in common with normals; (2) the family, church, and community should provide for the retarded; (3) state institutions should provide treatment, education, and training programs which cannot be provided on a local level; (4) specialized services for the retarded are only as effective as are the services upon which they depend; (5) state institutions should assume a role of active leadership in program development within the state; and (6) cooperation between related services and interests is essential for the development of a well integrated program.


Review of the first seven years' operation of Altro Health and Rehabilitation Services, Inc. The author discusses the importance to the mental patient of having an intermediary work experience between that of the hospital and the real world.


Examines the workshop from three points of view:
(1) social-psychological; (2) public-health; and
(3) as an economic unit.


This study evaluated the effects of equal magnitudes of experimentally controlled success and failure experience of the Aspiration Shifts of 48 educable mentally retarded adolescents at Edward R. Johnston Training and Research Center (CA=18.11, range of 15.8 to 22, I. Q. = 66.15, range of 61.3 to 68.4) and a control group of normals (equal CA).


Counseling must be based upon an underlying discipline that deals with human effectiveness. A possible model for organizing such a discipline is proposed along with certain constructs that may be helpful in conceptualizing the development of effective behavior.

The accident rate of Abilities Inc. at Albertson, New York, where all employees are severely and permanently physically disabled, is lower than other companies in the same industry of the same size, employing physically normal persons. Working conditions are not considered to be substantially different from those in other companies of the same size in the same field. The authors hypothesize that motivation and acceptance of oneself are key factors in safe industrial performance.


249 disabled employees of Abilities Inc., Albertson, New York, were rated on an Attitude Toward Work Scale to determine job satisfaction. The satisfied and dissatisfied groups were compared on twenty-one variables by using chi-square. Job satisfaction was found to be positively related to socio-economic status, self-acceptance, authoritarianism, and age. The conclusions were that the correlates of job satisfaction among disabled workers are essentially those to be found with physically normal workers.


Pertinent factors are discussed which should be considered in the predictive assessment of the adolescent retardate. Evaluation of the adolescent is composed of several elements representing both measurement and judgment. Evaluation should also include consideration of the effect of past experience on present adjustment, particularly the influences of home and parental attitudes and practices and those of previous school experiences.

Fifty white retarded females (25 institutional, 25 special education classes) were tested on a scale on 95 items with each item constructed so that subjects had to make a forced response to a social situation. The choice was either social value or a social need. By a method of matrix intercorrelations six factors were extracted which reflected differences between value and need responses.


Discusses the relationship between psychiatry and rehabilitation, the psychological hazards of disablement, accepting a handicap, the role of the rehabilitation worker, and the psychiatrist as a member of the rehabilitation team.


A pilot project at the Chicago Jewish Vocational Center concerned with the use of role-playing as a means of providing practice for skill in meeting situational demands, of dealing with deficiencies in social experience and awareness, and of conditioning experience in establishing self-confidence is detailed.

This article explains the development, operation, and experiences of the VAH Hospital in Bedford, Mass. Mental patients perform work and receive payment in a similar manner to outside industrial paid-work programs. This program has resulted in shorter hospitalization and reduced readmissions. In addition to the increased patient rehabilitation, the author cites the improvement of employer and community attitudes toward the mental patient and his reintegration into society.


Results discussed of a three year project (at Long Island Jewish Hospital) of vocational rehabilitation services for disabled patients in suburban and urban fringe areas, variety of tasks developed for evaluation, and the program's impact on the hospital and those served.


This study compared the importance of having a dominant or a nondominant hand available as contrasted with having both hands available for the completion of the four WAIS sub-test: digit symbol, object assembly, block design, and picture arrangement. 96 subjects were examined.


Aspects of community health and medical care that should be considered in the development of sheltered workshop programs aimed at total rehabilitation of the handicapped.


Nursing personnel rated institutionalized mentally retarded (CA 13-22; I. Q. 55-75) on the two dimensions of good and poor adjustment to dormitory and good and poor control of behavior in dormitory.


The paper examines the work sample approach, client performances in sheltered workshops and psychometric evaluative techniques that are included in many existing pre-vocational programs for the mentally retarded adolescent.

Burg, Billie W. & Barrett, Albert M. Interest testing with the mentally retarded. A bi-sensory approach. *American Journal of Mental Deficiency,*

Thirty-nine males and forty females retardates, all in training toward some goal of occupational adjustment, were given a modification of the Geist Picture Interest Inventory (GPII). The mean CA of males and females respectively were 19 and 23; I. Q.'s were 61.87 and 55.92 for males and females respectively. The method of administering the GPII was modified by introducing a verbal description of each picture in accompaniment with the visual presentation.

This study is based on the chronic population at Medfield State Hospital, Harding, Mass., where some patients are diagnosed as mentally deficient and others are considered mentally deficient by the staff and ward personnel, although not diagnosed as such. The patients were tested on the vocabulary, picture completion, and information sub-tests of the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale. Results suggest that unfavorable diagnoses, low levels of expectation, and custodial type of treatment are involved in the continuing chronicity of many mental patients.


This is a report of the revised version of the Men's form of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank and how that revision came to be. Also discusses what changes were necessary and what it means for the practitioner who is concerned about the measurement of interests.


Accident prevention goals and safety precautions to be observed in designing, arranging, and managing a workshop program for the blind are discussed. Included is a checklist for planning, analysis, and hazard elimination in new and existing facilities.


Preparing dependent Alaskans from remote villages for independent living in the evolving economy of Anchorage is being met by a pilot residential program sponsored by ten cooperating agencies.

The findings from programs of guidance, counseling, and psychotherapy suggest an answer to Eysenck's challenge to the efficacy of the "helping" professions. The direct suggestion is that students, clients, and patients may be hurt as well as helped in the interpersonal encounter.


Questions the idea that work experience is valuable to all handicapped persons. "Certainly the need for expansion in terminal workshops might not be either as urgent or as necessary as we frequently hear if we changed some of our attitudes toward the intrinsic honorific value and virtue of work and stopped looking for a twentieth century model of the seventeenth century workhouse." Suggests it might be better to increase cash disability benefits and programs of recreational opportunities for the handicapped.


The authors describe and evaluate a program of industrial therapy as it was set up and carried out at Pilgrim State Hospital in New York state. The aim of their program is rehabilitation "...particularly in the area of preparing patients to meet the demands of private industry upon hospital release (p. 631)." Through a voluntary work program attempts were made to place the patient in a job situation according to his physical and psychological needs and to correlate the job assignment with the individual's total treatment objective. The industrial supervisors and the doctors coordinated their efforts and kept a close follow-up to determine placement success.


The author states that one of the most meaningful and effective forms of vocational training for the mentally retarded in a residential setting is supervised work placement of residents within the institutional work areas. To accomplish this work requires skilled work supervisors; therefore the authors discuss and evaluate a Job Instructor Training Program.


A questionnaire and attitude check list were sent to a sample of employers. Hypotheses were advanced that employer's attitude toward hiring mentally retarded individuals are related to: (a) the employer's contact with a rehabilitation training center; and (b) the employer's concept of retardation. Neither hypothesis was supported. The author concludes, "It appears that the mere acquisition of accurate knowledge regarding the retarded and their vocational potential does not tend to an accepting attitude in employment situations."


A discussion of areas to be included in vocational training programs for mentally retarded students in residence schools. It should provide sequential, structural, and realistic vocational experience and should emphasize the development of non-specific skills required on most jobs (interpersonal relations, etc.).


Occupational values of three groups of subjects: (1) eighty-five secondary school age students attending the Johnstone Training and Research Center in New Jersey; (2) ninety-two secondary school age students attending special classes for mentally retarded maintained in the public school system; and (3) ninety-nine secondary school students attending regular classes maintained for all students.

Describes the steps taken in the development of a workshop within the Edward R. Johnstone Training and Research Center, the training benefits provided the students and the integration of the workshop within the overall vocational training program.


The purpose of this ongoing program at Medfield State Hospital, Massachusetts, is to prepare patients for employment in the community. In order to accomplish this, patients are assigned to jobs in the hospital that are specific, varied, and individual. Patients are evaluated by the work supervisors bi-weekly and are gradually moved to day work placements outside the hospital. A half-way house on the hospital grounds also helps in preparing for community living. Results indicate that such a work program has greater potential than traditional programs for treating chronic schizophrenics.


Outlines some of the approaches used at Medfield (Mass.) State Hospital in attempting to solve the problems of vocational preparation of hospitalized mental patients. The author advocates a structured program of work, recreation, and other activities. It is recommended that hospital life should be a replica of the outside community.


This study was designed to provide some information about the hiring practices of the business world. A series of questions were presented to sixty-seven employers, such as: What is mental illness as far as the businessman is concerned? A general conclusion was that work opportunities for mental patients have a poor prognosis.

Reports an analysis of the work ratings of a group of 137 male former psychiatric patients: 45 schizophrenics and 92 psychoneurotics. Their performances were compared with the average employee performance within the industries under study and also with that of a sample of control subjects matched for age, sex, education, and specific job description.


Description of methods and findings of a 10-year study designed to evaluate the effect of work on patients with heart disease. The authors propose pooling of results of like studies based on standardized techniques in order to give more cases for more reliability.


Activity programs enhance the personal and social development of individuals who are too handicapped to be acceptable for a sheltered workshop program. These individuals are given an opportunity to participate with others who are similarly handicapped in training and in adjustment to activities of daily living.


"Residence in foster homes in Atlanta has been found to be a significant help in the vocational rehabilitation of a group of mentally retarded persons from outlying areas of Georgia. The foster homes helped the retardates to learn and practice good personal habits, develop good attitudes, social skills, and work habits, and to learn to use leisure time wisely.


"There is a need to develop new methods for predicting the successful rehabilitation of clients. The study attempted to demonstrate whether relationships exist between ego-strength, motivation level, degree of disability, rehabilitation activity, and rehabilitation potential. The degree of disability appears to account for much of the variance that was observed.


The Gardner Behavior Chart was used to rate 298 institutionalized mentally retarded individuals and the scores compared with sociometric acceptance and rejection of their peers in their respective cottages. The findings indicated that there is a high agreement with the generalization that individual adaptive behavior is positively and significantly associated with rejection status.


An analysis of subjective and objective data on approximately 200 students at the Vineland Training School on the relationships of mental level to vocational training. Results emphasized the necessity of considering personality in vocational training and placement, rather than just "minimum mental level" of a job.


A year's experience in the operation of an industrial workshop as reported. Specific operational problems in the initiation and maintenance of the program do not outweigh the advantages cited. (Manhattan State Hospital, N. Y. C.).


This pilot study was primarily concerned with the relative influence of mental health status, ethnic origin, competence, and understanding of others, upon social acceptance. The subjects were college students with diverse ethnic backgrounds living in a highly tolerant American city.

Describes a comprehensive plan based on categories of mentally retarded persons: competitively employable, marginal competitively employable, marginal sheltered employable—focusing on "vocational preparation for adult life" as opposed to academic ability categories and aims.


DiMichael discusses rapid growth, untrained personnel, and cautions those in workshops to be critical of developing practices without sound science to back them up. He also talks about some of the features of workshops, e.g. vocational diagnosis, work evaluation, work samples, and group counseling.


The workshop that best demonstrates sound business principles has the best chance of getting contracts. The best sales presentation is a straightforward business-like approach. Contractors generally stated that they believed workshop prices were low. The investigators felt that workshops could in many cases increase prices without a significant loss in contract revenue.


Tentative generalizations are offered as to worker characteristics, and workshop techniques related to placeability of clients at Association for Help of Retarded Children in New York City. Results of four years of operation under an O. V. R. grant.


This paper is concerned primarily with the means of work procurement found most successful by Dubrow, and the kind of jobs most helpful for developing skills in the mentally retarded individual. Dubrow feels that contract work provides a medium for training in the vocational field and requisite social behavior and attitudes needed in functioning in the world of work, both outside and inside the workshop.


This possibility that movement to different jobs in the same firm may be an age-related phenomenon.


Discusses the major contributions of sheltered workshops in the habilitation of the cerebral palsied.

Describes the development of the Montreal Sheltered Workshop from opening in 1950, through the resolutions of the 'terminal' vs. 'work adjustment' dilemma. Details of staffing, clients' hours and wages. Results and four case histories are included.


Ferguson, R. G. Smoothing the transition. Rehabilitation Record, 1961, 2, 12-14.

The MacDonald Training Center is a workshop for the mentally retarded. Three basic training areas have been distinguished: personal adjustment, prevocational training, and vocational training. The greatest needs are in the personal adjustment areas. The staff members try to build success experiences and increase the self-confidence of their clients.


This article discusses some of the problems encountered, specifically in developing and finding tools of evaluation suitable for the mentally retarded young person and lists the names of the tests his Center uses for intelligence, dexterity, and personality evaluations.


A study which attempts to discover answers to several questions regarding former VR clients, listed as "closed-rehabilitated" in the files. A sample population of twenty rehabilitants were interviewed. Results and conclusions of the survey are discussed.

A review of past attitudes towards and concepts of the mentally retarded and an outline of some current procedures. Interviews, school records, vocational interest and work experience can be used to indicate readiness for employment. To supplement this one might use: Vineland Social Maturity Scale, Interest Tests, Personality Tests, and the General Aptitude Test Battery developed by the United States Department of Labor.


Describes the step-by-step, goal-oriented development of evaluee-evaluator relationship and documents references to basic concepts used in the description. "... it is the paramount function of the evaluator to interpret (to the client) just what it is that is expected of him." Describes the leading of the client from subtleties of the task to the relation of the task to the whole and an awakening realization of his potentialities.

Furman, Sylvan S. A simplified approach to the promotion of vocational adjustment in mental patients. Mental Hygiene, 1964, 48, 114-120.

A report on a type of transitional, clerical, sheltered vocational evaluation and experience. Over a twenty-two month period, a group of thirty-two convalescent mental patients were given work experiences in a realistic office setting under normal supervision, with clinical responsibility remaining with the referral source.

Galazan, Michael M. Evaluation's goal: prediction or elimination. Rehabilitation Record, 1961, 2(4), 16-18.


What is needed now is the extension of the evolution of the workshop into the future. This includes work evaluation programs, branch unit programs, and give-and-take between the workshop specialists and allied professions.
Gelfand, B. Some work types met in work evaluation. *Rehabilitation Literature*, 1965, 26, 335-338.

Divides work-evaluation clients into three "types" based on ego-defense concepts: (1) "catalytic-dependent," (2) "resistive-dependent," and (3) "isolated." Recommends identification of the "type" to which each client belongs, so that the work-evaluator can manage him more effectively.


A placement supervisor and a psychologist define follow-up as an extension of training and preparation for a job, an integral part of the vocational rehabilitation process. Placement is viewed as an intermediate step; follow-up procedures must be tailored to the nature of the client's disability and the type of employer who hires him. Some guidelines for a follow-up method found to be effective in most cases are outlined.


A discussion of the vocational adjustment shop as a situational technique, unemployability and vocational development, vocational adjustment shop programs, and the advantages and disadvantages of a vocational adjustment shop.


Reviews factors influencing the shift from terminal workshop to the transitional workshop, and from the latter to the psychologically oriented vocational adjustment workshop. Essential components of the latter are listed. Functions of a vocational adjustment workshop are discussed, and seven criteria for evaluating such a workshop as a professional rehabilitation tool are suggested.


Description of the Vocational Adjustment Center of Chicago. This is a nonsectarian workshop in which individuals can overcome psychological and other barriers to employment and learn to assume the role of workers.


Job incentive preferences of emotionally disturbed patients in a hospital were found to be very similar to the preferences of those patients hospitalized for other than emotional disturbances.


Summarizes a government organized and directed rehabilitation program in Poland for psychiatric patients in sheltered workshops and homes.

There are four workshop purposes that are distinct from the purposes of other forms of help: a concrete experience, a sheltered setting, a therapeutic situation, and a group setting. Other issues discussed are staff training methods, and role-playing as a staff techniques.


Two methods of judging the competence of the mentally retarded may be recognized: first, the formal assessment of mental functioning by means of tests, and second, direct observation of everyday behavior as practiced by ward attendants and non-professionals. This study related and two approaches.


A summary of the work-classification unit for cardinals at Bellevue Hospital, New York, 1941-1956. The major observations obtained during the 15-year study are reported. One of the major conclusions reached is that observations made over a span of 15 years have not produced any evidence that employment per se has any adverse effect on the course of heart disease.


An outline of what a shop should be as well as what most are. It cites earnings, products, and placement in industry as evidence that workshops work. Most pressing needs at this time are improved shop standards and greater placement opportunities.

An investigation of the self-attitudes of 164 institutionalized female retardates as measured by the Laurelton Self-Attitude Scale, the Social-Value-Need Scale and the Hostility Scale. Scores were related to a wide range of measures in the domains of achievement, early experience, and personality. Small but significant positive relationships were observed between self-acceptance and measures of intelligence, school achievement, success in the institutional training program and success on parole.


Goodwill Industries of Kansas City operated a demonstration program to show the job possibilities of retarded persons. This enabled Goodwill to provide prevocational evaluation training, and placement services for mentally retarded clients referred by the State vocational rehabilitation agencies. As a result the caseload has tripled, services increased, and job placements more than doubled. Evaluation has been a valuable diagnostic tool in the program and twenty-five cases of pseudo-retardation were discovered.


Article discusses Goodwill Industries vocational evaluation and training program for mentally retarded adolescents and adults with goal of preparing them for gainful employment. Most evaluées were multiply handicapped. Average age 20.5 years; average years in school 7.7 (those with secondary special education in background made quicker and more adequate adjustment). Mean I. Q. of evaluées 68.7; Range 35-98. I. Q. not seen as an effective criterion for valid prognosis. Better criterion appeared to be evaluations based on total personality structure (interviews and projective devices).

Progress report describing the philosophy and operation of the Center Club, Boston, Massachusetts, conceived as a community center where ex-mental patients could effect changes in their social-vocational adjustment under the guidance of a trained staff. Work adjustment classes, various social events, case work and counseling are among the activities offered.


When using the evaluative series of a psychological clinic or agency, the vocational rehabilitation counselor assumes certain responsibilities in referring his client while the evaluation examiner assumes complementary obligations in presenting a report of the evaluation. These mutual responsibilities are presented along with a suggested form and method for writing the evaluation report.


Reviews a study conducted at Highland View Hospital in Cleveland that investigated the validity of the WAIS verbal and performance scales.


This study was exploratory in nature and was primarily concerned with the vertical mobility of rehabilitated clients as reflected in their employment histories. 432 persons who had work histories prior to disability, after disability, and after rehabilitation, were used as subjects.

All employers (N=283) in Frankfort, Kentucky were contacted by interview or mailed questionnaire to "assess their receptivity to the mentally retarded and ex-mental patients." Larger employers were more receptive than smaller ones; manufacturing industries were more receptive than service industries; and education of employers was not related to receptivity. Employers did not appear to differentiate between the two types of mental disability. Attitudes assessed by mailed questionnaire did not differ systematically from those assessed by face-to-face interview.


Describes and gives cases illustrating disability insurance program's major rehabilitation incentive provisions; for example, payment of disability insurance is no longer stopped immediately upon return to work. "The nine-month interval during which the disability decision is deferred provides not only additional incentive for work through continuance of cash benefits, but also a longer and more meaningful period over which the success of the beneficiary's work attempt can be appraised." If the insured person is employed in a sheltered workshop and earning less than $100 per month, it is presumed that his work is not comparable to that of able-bodied workers and disability payments are continued. In all cases the actual value of the work done is used to determine whether disability payments should continue to be paid.

A comparative study of twenty-seven institutional and twenty-three non-institutional retardates through interviews and case records. The institutional group was found to have a higher incidence of anti-social or immoral behavior, fewer educational opportunities, less professional help, was more often from broken homes, was less conforming to societal standards, and had parents with less adequate educational background. No differences were found with respect to family size or to parental attitudes of acceptance or rejection.


Explores factors that tend to create vocational problems for the deaf. In addition to the obvious communication barriers, other factors are: (1) lack of information about the world of work; (2) lack of insight regarding interests and abilities; and (3) personality problems which may accompany the handicap of deafness. Recommendations are offered as to what could be done to improve vocational opportunities available to the deaf.


Our conclusion after five years is that, when used to provide work, hence a livelihood, for released male patients unable to hold ordinary employment, the psychiatric sheltered workshop significantly reduces the number of returns to the hospital.


A review of literature on how institutions make job placements. Shafter (1957) gathered 248 criteria of placement from 47 institutions. Like most of the other studies he also found that job placement is generally made on the "feel" of it and not by objective methods. The overall conclusion of the review is that more patients fail because of inability to deal with situations outside the routine of work rather than within. It appears that personality and attitudes are more important than specific job skills.


Presents history, problems, mechanics, administration and results of a paid employment program in the Sheltered Workshop at Metropolitan State Hospital in Waltham, Massachusetts. It is uniquely sponsored: a community voluntary agency, a state hospital and state rehabilitation commission. The role of the voluntary health agency in the paid employment program within a state institution is discussed. The goals of the project were to: (1) provide a supportive atmosphere for the development of healthier social relationships; (2) enable patients to learn to work productively with each other and under supervision; (3) provide a meaningful work experience which would teach skills and prepare the patients for employment outside the hospital; and (4) enable patients to earn a wage for work produced and thus provide an opportunity for them to have established savings prior to leaving the hospital.

Describes two vocational rehabilitation programs for mental patients, one sponsored by Fort Logan Mental Health Center in Denver, the other by Colorado State University. Both of these programs use work as therapy and as a method of helping the patient to "develop stronger bonds with the reality-oriented community." Since the follow-up data are not ready for statistical analysis, the authors speculate "that present evidence suggests that a greater portion of our patients achieve some degree of post-discharge vocational functioning than those from more traditional programs."


An investigation of an experimental training scheme designed to overcome the problem of speed and accuracy in the training of adult sewing machinists. The report compares the relative effectiveness of training by the traditional method, based on predetermined standards of speed and accuracy and an experimental method, based on the linear programmed learning technique of gradual progression from easy to difficult items, without overt pacing and quality standards.


A discussion of the role of workshops in rehabilitating persons with ischemic heart disease. This role may be divided into two categories: (1) testing under working conditions, those whose capacity to work is doubtful; and (2) evaluation of the disabled cardiac who has superimposed on his illness extra-organic problems, mostly emotional or environmental.


Faced with the problem of planning a follow-up study of former rehabilitation clients, the authors sought (a) to maximize the percentage of questionnaire returns, and (b) to study the effect of possible bias in rehabilitation follow-up studies based upon incomplete returns.


The results of an experimental program designed to develop independence in non-vocational multi-handicapped adults are reported. Four mentally retarded adults whose additional handicaps included C. P., an amputated leg, total blindness, and partial deafness were introduced to the regular program of a workshop for mixed disabilities. The purpose was to develop social maturity, personality, motor control, personal interest, and mental and educational skills. The implications of this program for adults in a family setting and its possibilities for "total care" institutions are discussed.


Describes the impact of staff education at the Samuel Gompers Memorial Rehabilitation Center in Phoenix. The article has implications for staff development in a rehabilitation workshop. The authors conclude that the latter is more important in motivating patients than individual counseling with clients.


Describes a pilot study of employment problems of persons with epilepsy. Data were collected in group and individual counseling from seven young adults with epilepsy in the Detroit area who had been categorized by DVR as ready for employment but were not employed. Unemployment in most cases was influenced by factors other than, or in addition to, seizures or negative employer attitudes. The authors believe that group counseling was helpful. Almost all gained some information about epilepsy, as well as limited insight into their particular problems and needs.


In Phoenix (Ariz.) Union High School and Junior College System EMR students are given in-school or campus work experience which helps them to accept responsibilities, exercise judgment, and receive meaningful training and counseling. The student is enrolled in an entire day of classes during the first two years of a four year program which will terminate with a special education diploma. The student's performance is evaluated through (1) observance by the counselor, (2) a work experience rating scale completed by the supervisor at least twice a semester, and (3) a conference between counselor and supervisor. Community placement occurs only when the counselor feels that the student is ready for it.

Kolstoe, O.P. An examination of some characteristics which discriminate between employed and not-employed mentally retarded males. *American Journal of Mental Deficiency*, 1961, 66, 472-482.

"Two groups numbering forty-one each of mentally retarded males sixteen years of age and older were compared on a total of ninety-one characteristics of a background, intellectual, personality, social and vocational-skill nature. Differences between the groups which subsequently secured employment vs. the group which was not employed were noted." The author concludes that a program for developing vocational potential should include training in the development of personal independence and responsibility. The article is introduced by a comprehensive review of the literature on the employability of mentally retarded adults. Bibliography of twenty-six items.


This paper stresses the need for an accurate description of jobs already successfully performed by the mentally retarded according to intellectual, personal, social, vocational skills, and training requirements.

A discussion of the development of the labor market and its implications for employment of the mentally retarded. Emphasis was placed on a knowledge of the community's particular labor market as an essential factor for effective placement.


Describes a project in which four emotionally disturbed male adolescents in casework treatment with psychiatrically trained social workers, were offered workshop experience and vocational counseling at Handcrafts in Los Angeles.


The study was designed to determine the extent to which learning performance within an evaluation setting could predict the productivity of the mentally retarded trainee in the Work-Training Center. A set of achievement scores was tabulated for each work-sample learning rate, performance, and the median of the group distribution of these scores was established as the cut-off point at which to assign trainees to high and low learning rate categories. Trainees were then rated independently by three work supervisors in the Work-Training Center who classified each trainee into categories of high and low productivity. A contingency table was constructed: the chi square value was statistically significant but the estimated correlation was not correspondingly high.


A discussion of the therapeutic values of industrial work in an occupational therapy department of a hospital, criteria qualifying work as therapeutic, and some suggestions on the administration of such a project.


Report of progress on a plan for supportive placement involving a combination of social training and placing two clients at the same workplace. This plan is aimed at overcoming the loneliness often felt by the mentally retarded when first placed on a job alongside "normal" individuals.


The authors, who work at Jewish Vocational Service in Philadelphia, emphasize that clients should be given specific specialized vocational training rather than general work adjustment experience. Work adjustment can be achieved in a specialized setting, and the client will also be much better prepared to work in industry.


Discusses the process of evaluating personal characteristics from client's work history, such as originality, responsibility, and dependency. Authors believe this information can be used to point to areas of successful performance and to help the client change behavior or to increase self-acceptance as a worker.

Describes the work adjustment training given to a group of school dropouts in two OMAT-financed projects conducted by the Jewish Employment and Vocational Service of Philadelphia and the local offices of the Pennsylvania State Employment Service.


Points out that traditional counseling within schools has not been effective in promoting the vocational development of culturally deprived youths.


Data from a sample of 899 severely disabled persons were analyzed to determine factors most predictive of work success. Age, extent of education, length of time from onset of disability to resumption of employment, and return to pre-disability employment were variables which correlated with vocational recovery.


Describes historical attitudes toward handicapped persons and relatively recent attitude changes involving a broadened view of "all human resources. The traditional aims of the Employment Service, to prevent long-term unemployment and 'retrieve' heretofore unemployable persons, can be met better by "greatly increased individual attention."


This tells how twenty-one of twenty-eight clients were placed in competitive community jobs through the development and evaluation of specific and functional skills needed in the service and maintenance occupations.

A description of a social development program at Milwaukee. The program operates 1 1/2 days each week, 11 months a year. At the time of this article 43 clients were enrolled with mean age of 25.7 years. Mental ability was measured by means of the Ammons and Ammons Quick Test. Data from this test indicated the mean I. Q. was 45. Acceptance into the program was based on staff evaluation, with I. Q. scores interpreted liberally.


A discussion of useful approaches for achieving motivated behavior utilizing the operant condition paradigm in a workshop situation for the mentally retarded.


An analysis of relationships between success of outside work placement of mental defectives and thirty-four variables classified from patients' records.


The fifty-eight rehabilitants with mental disabilities included mental defectives who were not treated separately. Adjustment of the group was reported satisfactory with criteria based on employment status, marital status, and ratings by professional social workers. Variables related to adjustment were good health, sex and marital status.


A review of some studies concerning mentally retarded who had attended special classes; with particular reference to employment.


The present status, the problems and the opportunities of workshops. The role of the workshop and its financial problems are discussed as well as integration of the workshop in the community and its communication problems; also, the social problems of clients.


The Detroit Association for Retarded Children selected ten subjects (Ca 19-31, I. Q. 40-60) who had attended special education classes, and had no previous successful work experience for a pilot study to determine feasibility of vocational rehabilitation for low level mentally retarded.


This study evaluates the success of the Jewish Vocational Service Community Workshop diagnostic rehabilitation program as evidenced by their vocational, social, and personal adjustment during a period of at least one year after leaving the workshop. "The major findings from this study are that 65% of the clients achieved successful rehabilitation into private employment.


A study of the relationship between social developmental performance and mental ability. One percent of the housing units in a community of approximately 60,000 persons were selected. Results indicated that the Social-Developmental Index was highly related to mental ability for persons of school age but also less related to mental ability in adults and persons of preschool age.


Describes a placement plan developed by the Memphis Goodwill Industries, where ninety percent of the clients were mentally retarded. Major findings of an analysis of the problems to be considered in establishing such a program are presented.


The Institute for the Crippled and Disabled (ICD), New York City, assumed leadership in two research projects designed to investigate the vocational potential of cerebral palsied young adults.
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This entire proposal reflects the viewpoint that meaningful results and especially the analysis of those results, will be rendered only if one factor remains constant while studying the variables: specifically, the evaluation criterion would be the constant and the client's performance and measured traits the variables.


A number of performance indices based upon the regression model have been developed for examining the behavior of individuals in those situations where a criterion of correct behavior is present. The purpose of this study was to relate the study model and its performance indices developed in the criterion case to the non-interior situation. The results that Pm, index of rater agreement, used from an error of measurement point of new, can be defined as the agreement between judges corrected for attenuation.


Four approaches to work evaluation and their historical development are appraised: (1) the mental testing approach; (2) the job analysis approach; (3) the work sample approach; and (4) the situational assessment approach. Each approach is evaluated. It was concluded that the approach one uses will depend on one's objectives and one of the major obstacles to improving vocational evaluation is the paucity of resources available with which to field-test the various methods in actual industrial settings.
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Describes the role and success of a full-time selective placement specialist for the mentally retarded at the Alexandria office of the Louisiana Division of Employment Security. Estimates that eighty-five percent of the retarded clients served were placed. "They are working in laundries, restaurants, nurseries, and at military installations in such jobs as dish washer, stock boy, fry cook, mechanic helper, and wrapper."


Describes a pre-vocational training program for retarded young adults at Abilities Inc. in New York. Recommends that education of the retardate "be more realistically oriented toward vocational goals."


Discusses the importance of "telling and selling" the workshop to the community for obtaining subcontract work or job placements.


Olshansky, S. Stigma, its meaning and some of its problems for vocational rehabilitation agencies. Rehabilitation Literature, 26, 3, March 1965.


Challenges the assumption that ex-mental-hospital patients are unable to secure employment due to employer prejudice and points out that the vast majority of patients leaving mental hospitals do enter employment.


Brief history, purpose, type of population, and problems of sheltered shops.


The author discusses the controlled work setting as having inherent, relatively fixed parameters which both enhance and limit its therapeutic potentials.


Examines the work dilemmas of the recovering psychotic in terms of the collision of ego deficiencies with the requirement of work realities.

Overs, Robert P. Writing work evaluation reports—chore or challenge? American Journal of Occupational Therapy, V. 18, No. 2, March-April 1964, 63-65.


Discusses the process of vocational appraisal and points out the deficiencies in the "checklist method" of matching worker capacities and traits to job requirements.

Explores the client-evaluator interaction and the work evaluator's role in the process of work evaluation. Four approaches to work evaluation are discussed in regard to the psychological climate produced.


Counseling services should be available to retarded individuals at times when critical decisions in their lives have to be made. Reasons are presented for establishing follow-up services for the newly graduated retardate. To bridge the gap between training and employment, as well as other gaps in the retardate's life, Parnicky advocates the implementation of the concept of "continuum of care" through inter-disciplinary services.


This paper describes a VRA sponsored project to standardize and validate a reading free technique for measuring vocational interests and knowledge of retardates in job areas for which they generally have potential and to which they can realistically aspire.

The general conclusion is that standardized tests are inadequate, and that the work sample approach is a better method of assessing aptitudes.


Two hundred and fifty-seven service employers selected at random in West Virginia were surveyed by an attitudinal questionnaire. This study was concerned with employers' attitudes toward the mentally retarded, as well as devising a means of measuring these attitudes.


Pool, Donald A. Relation of unrealistic vocational choices to personality characteristics of the physically handicapped group. *Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation*, 1964, 45 (9), 466-468.

A study concerned with the relationships of the unrealistic vocational choices to emotional factors in physically handicapped patients.


A note on the vocational aspirations of the emotionally disturbed.


A study in which the purpose is to determine if there might be an optimum period for the duration of group therapy is reported.


This study attempted to determine contributing factors of dropouts from vocational services. The following criteria were used: primary referral source, disability, age, educational level, marital status, prior work history, psychometric intelligence, and evaluated response to the services.


A report of the value of a sheltered workshop in a home for the aged. There is a discussion of the initial testing of applicants for the workshop, physical facilities of the shop, administration of the project, and trends among workers.


Makes the point that the establishment of a sheltered workshop in a home for the aged affects the total institution and tends to make it less of an institution and more of a community.


Present's a brief description of the TOWER System and reports a study designed to determine its effectiveness.


In an analysis of the current client population of sheltered workshops throughout the country, The National Association of Sheltered Workshops and Homebound Programs has classified the workshop population into the following major disability groups: physical, mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, disabled aged, and socially handicapped.


A description of the Prevocational Orientation Program at the Johnstone Training Center, Bordentown, New Jersey.

Rusalem, H. Client characteristics and counselor perceptions suggesting the need for work evaluation program for older workers. Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 1963, 44 (2), 98-104.


Reports a project at the Federation Employment and Guidance Services in New York City designed to demonstrate the feasibility of preparing disabled individuals 55 years of age or older for competitive employment.


Implications of the study analysis indicate a need for ongoing counseling, placement service, and a 'disengagement workshop' featuring opportunities for gradual reduction in work activity, employment leaves for short-term jobs, and gradual nonvocationally oriented activities.


The authors feel more effort is needed to improve work samples, e.g., increase standardization and design work sampled to fit the level of more clients' potentials.


Examines current status of the problem of epilepsy and unemployment, and describes ongoing research and service programs aimed toward amelioration of this problem.

A resume of the history to 1960 of programs concerning vocational rehabilitation of the mentally retarded under PL 54-565 and sponsored by units of NARC in the United States.


Describes the importance of industrial education for the mentally retarded and the relationship of such training to educational goals. The article concluded with a 17-item list which suggested adaptations of a regular high school industrial arts program for use with EMR youngsters.


In Albany (N. Y.) schools, the first four years of the work experience program for EMR youth has involved 37 youths from 17 to 21 with an I.Q. range of 50-75. Job stations have included sign painting, different food services, library, laundries, florist shop, gas stations, grocery store, furniture upholstery and others. Each youth was assigned for a full school year to one job experience, with three or four hours in the mornings being spent on the job and the afternoon spent in classes and counseling. Reimbursement to the employers from the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation was full for the first 13 weeks, and was then scaled down to 3/4 and 1/2.
for the next two periods, respectively. At the termination of the school year, employers were requested to retain the youth assigned to them as permanent employees without any reimbursement from DVR. Seventy to seventy-five percent of the trainees have been retained. Those youth who later lost their jobs did so because of lack of ability to establish personal relationships, rather than inability to perform job skills.


A national survey was conducted of psychological testing practices in state institutions for the mentally retarded. Ninety-six out of 124 such institutions in the U.S. returned useable responses.


A comparison of performances of 53 Mexican mental retardates on the WAIS with 251 non-Mexican controls. The author stated that small differences between the two groups suggest that clinical psychologists should be cautious in making allowances for cultural factors in the intellectual functioning of the mentally retarded.


Narrative history and evaluation of a cooperative agency/community apple harvest in New York involving 40 mentally ill patients of NY VA's "PREP Workshop" at Conandaigua.


A description of a successful attempt to establish a work for pay workshop in a state mental hospital.


In a survey to determine the types of jobs assigned to 136 educable retarded youth during the school's program of on-the-job training showed: 21% hotel and restaurant, 17% retail trade occupation, 13% auto services, 10% personnel service and 8% domestic service.


Nine employees of the Stanford University Division of Rehabilitation Medicine asked to list the reasons they felt why people work. Three clusters mentioned most frequently were: (1) economic or creative comfort needs; (2) achievement and recognition, and (3) growth and productivity.


A study of all patients leaving the Pacific State Hospital, Pomona, California for indefinite leaves, unauthorized absences and direct discharges between 1952 and 1956. The report deals with instances of releases, their duration and the character of the patients involved as followed over 700 days.


Describes roles of central government, voluntary centers and voluntary workshops in the training of the handicapped, as well as legislation empowering the Ministry of Labour to promote industrial training and education.
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A research project was conducted on a residential chronically disabled population to evaluate clients' abilities through experimental objective methods. The reliability and validity of the "Work Quotient" indicated that the scoring of clients' work capacities was possible by objective methods and that these scores would distribute clients in a meaningful manner along a continuum of work levels from high to low.


The authors have developed a system by which the physiological work potential of the handicapped individual can be compared to the requirements of the job.


Reports that standard I. Q. tests are inadequate for assessment of mental retardation in terms of vocational potential. Thus, a battery of seven subtests representing typical workshop tasks has been devised to provide an appropriate measure.


The Purdue Peg Board was administered to eighty-one mentally retarded adults referred to workshop because of inability to make vocational adjustment. Results showed a significant relationship between Purdue Peg Board and WAIS I. Q. and a significant relation between the Peg Board and production tasks (ballpoint pen assembly, wire clamp assembly, etc.). The Purdue Peg Board was found superior to the WAIS in predicting productivity in workshop and was more effective in predicting the productivity of mentally retarded than of normal subjects.

Review of studies of relationships between Porteus Maze scores and aspects of workshops and training situations with attention to competitive employment. The Mazes were found to be primarily useful in determining adaptation to less vigorously structured operations than those provided in a sheltered facility.


This study of retarded adults who took part in the training program at the Occupational Day Center, New York City, indicated that productivity and efficiency were significantly related to intelligence and the amount of practice at the task.


Follow-up study of 126 children who, five years previously, were enrolled in special public school classes for the trainable mentally handicapped.


Turell discusses the management of physical and psychological problems and the principles used in evaluating progress of convalescence.


Small group methods were applied to a group of chronic mental patients working in a sheltered workshop. They feel employment in a terminal workshop may be the best goal for many chronic mental patients.


Stresses the need for using informed criteria based on recent statistical information re. survival and cure rates when hiring the cancer patient.


Reports high correlation between (a) results of a battery of I.Q. and manual-dexterity tests and (b) instructor evaluations of forty workers in a sheltered workshop.


Reports a study conducted at the Veterans Administration Hospital at Brockton, Massachusetts, comparing work activity of 211 male schizophrenic veterans with their post-hospital employment experience over a six-month follow-up period. The authors conclude that there is a need for much greater use of special employment centers and/or placement.

A study of thirty-eight mentally retarded males placed on different jobs for three-week periods by the Employment Evaluation and Training Project of Southern Illinois University.


Presents various factors that influence employability of individuals with cardiac conditions. Discusses the information a physician needs to determine employability status of the individual. Presents physiological data on energy costs of various activities.


A report is presented on the first twenty months with Edgemont House, a halfway house affiliated with Edgemont Hospital in Los Angeles with sample case histories from among the seventy-nine persons who were guests during that period.


Summarizes in a "research-brief" the findings of a study of the contribution of sheltered workshop experience in the vocational rehabilitation of post-hospitalized schizophrenic patients.

A survey of one hundred employers of ex-mental patients designated as short-term or long-term employers depending on whether they kept ex-patients on the job for eight months or more.


A discussion of the major ailments of workshops and suggested solutions. Basic management factors and training of workshop managers are also discussed.


Reports the first six months of a project designed to "demonstrate whether or not a concentrated effort would result in helping an appreciable number of recipients of Aid to the Blind to be self supporting."

Wolfensberger, Wolf. Teaching and training of the retarded in European countries. Mental Retardation, 1964, 2(6), 331-337.

In a number of sheltered workshops in Europe the severely retarded operate dangerous equipment, perform complex tasks and produce at respectable levels of output. This article discusses reasons for success.


The scope of the existing work experience programs for mildly retarded training school residents is discussed in this article.
PAMPHLETS

Goodwill Industries of America, Inc. Manual for the establishment of a work evaluation program within a sheltered workshop setting. Prepared by Rehabilitation and Personnel Services Committee & the Department of Field Services. 64p. (mimeographed) 1913 - North Street, Northwest, Washington 6, D.C.

The manual lists a step by step operation for setting up and maintaining a work evaluation unit. There is a large section devoted to their standards for evaluating job samples.


The pamphlet is divided into three sections. Section I deals with general principles of mental retardation. Section II gives specific consideration to appraising Goodwill's potential for serving the mentally retarded. Section III deals with basic considerations for establishing and operating a program of services for the mentally retarded with specific demonstrations of projects carried out.


A report of a research project to determine the relationships among various screening measures and a rating of work adjustment of 346 clients at Detroit's Goodwill Industries, following their rehabilitation training. The Personnel Application Form, according to the findings of this study, is not considered productive in eliciting significant information for predicting success or failure. Positive results with the MMPI suggest it may prove to be a valuable screening instrument in work with rehabilitation clients.


A descriptive report of the findings of a study of contract procurement practices in 35 sheltered workshops, conclusions based on the data obtained, and several sections of a how-to-do-it nature designed primarily to aid the beginning or less experienced workshop.


A brief guide to the establishment of a workshop.


Descriptions of a special workshop geared toward the multiple-handicapped deaf, undertaken with the support of the Mo. Div. of Voc. Rehab. Features special diagnostic preparation and frequent referral for special training. Staff members were given special training for communicating with the deaf. Includes a case history and discussion of closed cases.


A compendium on the philosophy, program and operation of workshops, with solid and detailed source material set forth in chronological order. Includes the basic standards established by the National Institute on Workshop Standards.

Five stages of the program of workshop services are discussed: (1) intake process; (2) work evaluation; (3) work-conditioning and training period; (4) placement and (5) follow-up; as well as two supportive services: medical and work or personal adjustment counseling.

Management, marketing, and plant layout considerations are included in the section on operating the workshop as well as matters of production, safety, working hours, wages and cost accounting.

Section VII discusses how the Fair Labor Standards Act and Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act apply to workshops.
Special workshop issue of the National Rehabilitation Association's Journal, co-sponsored by the National Association of Sheltered Workshops and Homebound Programs. Contains 38-page report on key issues relating to sheltered workshops in 1965.

This issue contains 126 items, including two articles dealing with timely issues on the social service and business roles of workshops.

A report of a 1951 pilot study to assist the handicapped in adjustment to work. The program provided a supervised workshop atmosphere.


Counseling the older disabled worker: proceedings of two conferences, sponsored by College of Education and Institute of Gerontology, State University of Iowa and Office of Vocational Rehabilitation; edited by John E. Muthard and Woodrow W. Morris. 1962. 132p. Paperbound. Distributed by Dr. John E. Muthard, College of Education, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, or United State Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, Washington, D. C. 20201

An aid to inservice training of vocational rehabilitation counselors in state agencies. Papers included cover the psychological and adjustment problems related to aging, medical evaluations, psychiatric problems, counseling techniques, a philosophy of rehabilitation and the use of rehabilitation centers for older workers, community resources and services, and employment problems. Includes annotated bibliography and film list.

Early Identification and Referral of the Industrially Disabled in Need of Vocational Rehabilitation, by Nathan M. Slater. 1964. 52p. tabs., forms. Spiral binding. (Rehab. monograph XXIV) Publications Dept., Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, New York University Medical Center, 400 East 34th Street, New York, New York 10016 $1.00

Describes a new approach used to promote rehabilitation through use of services of the New York State Division of Vocational Rehabilitation by Workmen's Compensation Board and the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. Contains date from experiences of the joint action program.


A manual designed, for the work evaluator, to guide decisions about policies and activities.

Georgia study of handicapped children. 1964. Wishik, S. M. 267p. Published by the Georgia Department of Public Health, State Health Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 30334

A report on a study of prevalence, disability, needs, resources, and contributing factors.

Institute on work evaluation. 1959. 170p. May T. Marrison Center for Rehabilitation, San Francisco, California

This report of a ten-day institute on work evaluation problems and techniques includes the following pertinent topics: work evaluation criteria, pre-vocational evaluation for severely handicapped, work samples, (Tower system), occupational aids, and industrial engineering. Included in the appendix are detailed outlines of the services utilized at the Morrison Center to assess work samples, tryouts, and adjustment.


The AHRC Vocational Training Center and Workshop screens candidates for vocational rehabilitation. The evaluation period requires four to six weeks to complete the total testing experience. The service has been divided into two phases. The purpose of the psychological work-up is to understand the client in terms of intellectual functioning, mental processes, and basic personality structure.


The manual is organized by sections presenting the standards and basic principles underlying them in the following areas: goals, organization, services, personnel, records, reports, fiscal management, and physical plant.

An investigation of the economic and social adjustment of mentally deficient subjects originally studied by Baller (1935) and re-evaluated by Charles (1950). 146 of the original group of mental retardates and 120 of the original controls were located and consented to participate. Eleven years after the first study the retarded subjects had become even more stable socially and economically with exception of a higher divorce rate, and limited social and public service participation.


Study of selected factors in predicting post-school for educable mentally retarded males in which 24 boys employed 70% of the time were compared to 20 boys employed 30% of the time. Significant differences were found in reading grade level, arithmetic grade level, combined teacher ratings of certain personality traits, "over-all adjustment" to the special education program and continuity of home life.


A bibliography utilizing 7% studies of occupations was abstracted (100) for counseling use and assigned DOT codes. This article discusses the sociological studies of occupations and the need for a clearing-house.


A research study in which the hypothesis was that multivariate statistical methods, particularly factor analysis, offer a great deal toward the achievement of conceptual clarity in areas other than psychological test scores. 426 cases were included in the analysis.


Description and comparison of three new measures: the Haptic Intelligence Scale, the Vocational Intelligence Scale for the adult blind, and the Factual Reproductive Pegboard.


A Picture Inventory of semi-skilled jobs (male and female forms) was developed on the basis of a questionnaire sent to 110 state institutions inquiring as to the major jobs utilized by the mental retardates. The test was an attempt to aid the retardate in his self expression of job preference.


Includes: The Meaning of Work, and Mental Illness; Job Samples in Work Evaluation Programs; Ego Factors in Reaction to the Physically Disabled.


Discusses in detail the objectives and basic concepts of the Scale, used to predict employment outcomes for vocationally disabled clients. Also, includes a description of research procedures, populations tested, test data, and major conclusions of the study.


Some Explorations of a Theory of Vocational Choice and Achievement: II. A Four-Year Prediction Study. Psychological Reports, 1963, Holland, J.L.
Subcontract work done by the workshops for the handicapped in California, California Vocational Rehabilitation Service, Sacramento, California 95814

An analysis of subcontracting work performed by 54 workshops in 1962.

Utilization of Applicable Research and Demonstration Results Project RD-1263-G:
Human Interaction Research Institute, 10889 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90024

This report demonstrates the systematic improvement of programs and practices through the utilization of applicable research results. The project develops a strategy for innovation in rehabilitation and has identified the organizational and attitudinal barriers which hinder the utilization and implementation of research results.


A series of five lectures given by Joseph Samler, Ph.D., in June, 1966. These lectures present a valuable contribution to the literature on counseling and rehabilitation, plus unpublished new ideas.


Taylor deals with the problem of assessment of personality and ability in the lower intellectual range. The study was conducted at Tacoma Goodwill Industries which has since 1954 operated a Rehabilitation Workshop, offering the services of a vocational diagnostic unit. After the client had been admitted to Goodwill he was administered a battery of forty-five tests, twenty-eight of which were taken from standardized tests, while seventeen were drawn from tests developed locally.


This report contains highlights of conference papers and discussions on the methods, problems, and research issues involved in measuring work capacity and performance of workshop clients. Of interest to workshop personnel are the descriptions of the work evaluation techniques of the Institute for the Crippled and Disabled, New York City (TOWER System), and the May T. Morrison Center, San Francisco. Brief descriptive summaries of research related to vocational evaluation are also presented.


"The purpose of the guide is to inform the architect of the special needs to be incorporated into the planning of sheltered workshops and to point out to those in other disciplines concerned with the administration and operations of sheltered workshops the special contributions that architecture may make to the success of the program." Factors of consider in planning the construction of a workshop are discussed along with many illustrations. Among these considerations are suitability of space and work stations, accessibility of
facilities, storage, diversification of work, and the program of services. Illustrated are layouts of (1) an existing sheltered workshop, (2) the same building with a modified layout, and (3) a new building with a different layout.


Vocational evaluation curriculum development workshop, April 1967. Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin.

This report covers a workshop held in conjunction with the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration of the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The purpose of the workshop was to plan a graduate program for training "vocational evaluators."
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This bulletin is the preliminary report on a series of studies dealing with employment problems of the vocationally handicapped. It presents the general plan, together with an annotated bibliography of studies in vocational rehabilitation and employment.


This bulletin deals with the communication problem arising from the referral by vocational rehabilitation counselors of physically handicapped persons who have completed such persons in suitable jobs.


This survey was made to determine the present level of vocational adjustment of vocational rehabilitants and employment service applicants. Data includes present and previous employment status, rehabilitation services received, and other personal information.

A study of 1,637 DVR counselee.

Out of print.

Methodological problems in rehabilitation research.

Out of print.

This survey covers interviews at 2,440 households and questionnaires completed by 523 hospitals and related institutions in Minnesota.


Interview data on a statewide sample of 255 physically handicapped individuals of labor force age were analyzed with particular reference to employment problems of the handicapped.


This is an analysis of data on samples of physically handicapped applicants from the Minneapolis and St. Paul offices of the Employment Service.


This bulletin summarizes the results and implications of the first two years of research activity of the Industrial Relations Center.


Reviews the literature on job satisfaction, morale, attitudes, motivation, behavioral criteria, and on vocational fitness. A research oriented definition of "work adjustment" is developed in terms of variables, instruments, and procedures.


Eight hundred personnel managers and 510 supervisors were surveyed throughout the U. S., concerning their attitudes toward the employment of the physically handicapped in private industry. Total usable returns were obtained from 74% of the personnel managers and 60% of the supervisors.

Work histories for a period of at least five years from 325 individuals were analyzed. Items included job title and duties, dates, hours, salaries, job training, promotions and reasons for separation.


A study of satisfaction was conducted to develop criterion measure of satisfaction to add knowledge concerning satisfaction with employment among the physically handicapped.


This study was undertaken to develop criteria measures of employment satisfactoriness, to examine same among physically handicapped workers, and to determine the relation between satisfactoriness and satisfaction.


Offers a theory based on "stimulus, response and reinforcement concepts."


This bulletin reports on the development of two questionnaires, the N-factors Questionnaire and the Minnesota Importance Questionnaire as measures of vocational needs.

This approach defines disability in terms of its effect on work adjustment rather than exclusively in terms of medical diagnostic categories.


This bulletin reports studies on the construct validity of the MIQ. The design of these studies was based on Proposition III of the Theory of Work Adjustment.


This reports several studies in which an inferential approach to the identification of occupational reinforcement patterns is utilized.


This is the final report of the Project (VRA Research Project No. 422) giving background information on the two year study of placement problems of the disabled that preceded the Project, the concept and theory of work adjustment that evolved, formal testing of the theory and measurement of variables, and implications of the study findings for the psychology of disability.

Catalogue No. FS1.2:All.

Alcoholism, a preventive approach through programs of the Welfare Administration. 1964. 6 p.

Catalogue No. FS14.2:All


Catalogue No. Pr35.8:W84/am3

Areawide planning of facilities for rehabilitation services, report of Joint Committee of Public Health Service and Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, participation agency, Association of Rehabilitation Centers, Inc. 1963. 86 p.

Catalogue No. FS2.74/3:B2


Catalogue No. FS2.209/3: Designed to serve medical librarians, research workers, and scientists as a guide to the location of available translations from the foreign biomedical literature. Entries pertinent to biomedicine as follows: behavioral and social sciences, chemistry, earth. Sciences and oceanography, nuclear science and technology, and physics. Each issue contains an author, original journal source, and patient index.

Bibliography on community organization for citizen participation in voluntary democratic associations. 96p.

Catalogue No. Pr35.8:J98/c73

Catalogue No. L7.25/3:015/65. This pamphlet for counselors presents the education and other training required, necessary high school subjects, special characteristics of the jobs and selected reference materials.

Case studies of displaced workers, experiences of workers after layoff. 1964. 94 p.


Civil service journal. (Quarterly).

Catalogue No. CS1.66: Focuses attention on important developments in the Federal Civil Service.

Counselors guide to occupation and other manpower information. 1965. 87 p.


The court and the chronic inebriate, conference proceedings. 1965. 43 p.

Catalogue No. FS1.2:083/2


Catalogue No. FS2.2:475/763
Electronic data processing I, a suggested two year post high school curriculum for computer programmers and business application analysts. 1963. 49 p.

Catalogue No. FS5.280:80024


Catalogue No. VA1.4.22-1

Employment and earnings and monthly report on the labor force.

Catalogue No. L2.41/2:


Catalogue No. L13.3:258

Employment outlook for registered professional nurses, licensed practical nurses, hospital attendants.

Catalogue No. L2.3:1450-70

Employment service review. (Monthly).

Catalogue No. L7.18/2: Contains articles on Employment Service operations in the field of manpower development and utilization, community and industry surveys, and training.

Family group therapy. 1961. 52 p.

Catalogue No. FS2.62:64
Catalogue No. L13.19:7/3


Catalogue No. CS1.48:29/19. Explains how jobs overseas are filled, discusses conditions of employment, indicates the kinds of skills agencies use, and lists addresses to which inquiries may be sent.

Catalogue No. CS1.48:46

Catalogue No. AI9.8: Su7

Catalogue No. FS2.6/2:St8

Catalogue No. L16.3:271
Catalogue No. FS2.2:M31/sec. 18. Manpower in the 1960's.
Catalogue No. FS2.2:M31/sec. 19. Location of manpower in eight health occupations.

Catalogue No. L7.25/3:434

Catalogue No. FS2.102:H34/965. The facts of life and death, selected statistics on the Nation's health and people.

Catalogue No. Al. 87:21

Highlights from survey of psychiatric aides. 1964. 18 p.
Catalogue No. FS2.22:F95/11
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Reviews the problems of youths seeking jobs, including inadequate education and training. Discusses special problems of Negro youths, juvenile delinquents, youths from low-income families, handicapped youths, rural youths, and school dropouts.
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Ayres, George E. Selected references on the education and vocational rehabilitation of mentally retarded adolescents and adults. Rehabilitation Counseling Education Program, Mankato State College, Mankato, Minnesota 126pp.
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Contains over 200 references to books, periodical articles, and unpublished reports and theses, compiled as a research project (VRA grant RD-601). Also contains the author's suggestions for the establishment of design and development of specific technics for studies concerned with vocational training, placement, rehabilitation, and evaluation of active or potential deaf workers.

Summary of information on projects and activities in the field of rehabilitation of the disabled during 1964. 7th issue. 1965. Compiled and issued by Dr. Aleksander Hulek, Chief, Rehabilitation Unit, Bureau of Social Affairs, United Nations, New York, New York.
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Mental Retardation Abstracts. Quarterly. Compiled by the National Clearinghouse for Mental Health information, National Institute of Mental Health, and available from the U. S. Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. 20402
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Milieu rehabilitation for physical and mental handicaps, Summary of Final Report, Butler Health Center project 182 issued by Division of Research Grants and Demonstrations, May 1963.


To be used as a textbook in state agency inservice training programs and in graduate training of counselors for the rehabilitation field. Discussed are technics of client evaluation, prevocational training, placement, and follow-up; public relations aspects of placement are stressed. Special problems in placing the blind, mentally retarded, and ex-mental patient are considered.


Papers, committee reports, and panel discussions providing an overview of developments in workmen's compensation legislation and its interpretation, work injuries, rehabilitation, medical and legal aspects, and labor's viewpoint toward improvements in workmen's compensation.


A report on 7000 mentally retarded persons rehabilitated in fiscal year 1963: Part I, characteristics of 5,909 rehabilitants with mental retardation as the major disabling condition; Part II, characteristics of 1,152 rehabilitants with some other major disabling condition but with mental retardation as a secondary disability.
Research Grants Index. 1964 ed. 2 vols. Vol. 1: Index section; Vol 2, Grant number list and bibliography; general research areas; alphabetical list of investigators. Compiled by the Division of Research Grants, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md. 20302, and available from the U. S. Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C., 20402


A summary of National Research Conference on Behavioral Aspects of Deafness instituted by the University of Illinois. 1965


Science Information Exchange, Smithsonian Institution.

The Science Information Exchange of the Smithsonian Institution is a clearinghouse for information on current scientific research actually in progress. The total collection of on going research records registered at S. I. E. is now about 70,000 yearly from 88 federal bureaus and more than 250 state government, foundation and society, university, and industry programs, with a substantial annual growth rate.

How to use the S. I. E.

Information from the Exchange is available only to recognized granting agencies, research institutions, and to investigators associated with recognized research organizations. For further information, write or visit the Science Information Exchange, Suite 300, Madison National Bank Bldg., 1730 M Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036
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From materials developed by state rehabilitation agency personnel over a 12-year period. Covers types of business enterprises the handicapped can operate successfully, qualifications of the operator, his preparation and training, choice of site and source of equipment, evaluation techniques, reasons for business failure, and resources for assistance. Supplementary information lists types of self-employment suitable for the disabled.

So you are going to supervise mentally retarded employees. What are they like, what assets will they bring to the job, what problems will they bring to it, how can I get ready for my new worker, how do I start him on the job? 1964 VRA. U. S. Government Printing Office.


Provides specific information about a number of the major diseases and disabling conditions that result in vocational handicaps, and provides basic information about the practice and organization of medicine in the United States.

A brief analysis of data on 1,421 veterans found to be employed during a survey made in 1960. Main portion of the report gives 337 case histories, classified by occupation, with a brief description of the current job, how obtained, veteran's adjustment to it, previous employment, and psychiatric history.


The more than 200 case studies on which this report is based represent only a small fraction of the seriously disabled veterans who have received job training at home and been rehabilitated. The analysis of VA field experience should be useful to those in regional offices of the agency and to other agencies in the rehabilitation field.


An early but still classic discussion and outline of the aims and procedures in the rehabilitation of the mentally retarded.
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